
The Water Street Bridge

East face of the Water Street bridge as seen from the Broadway bridge

The bridge deck facing north...heading into Talossa

It was on this bridge that Gödefrïeu Válcadách first crossed into Talossa in June 2002.

These pics are by J. R. Manning and were taken in July 2008.  They may be had at 
http://bridgehunter.com/wi/milwaukee/B40054800000000/ [that's eight zeroes at the end]
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King John
Talossan since 5-7-2005; Knight since 11-30-2005; King since 3-14-2007

COR UNUM

Joined: May 2005

Posts: 1,588
Location: Centennial, CO (Florencia)

Final report of Reunision Commission
« Thread Started Yesterday at 1:54pm »

My fellow Talossans --

As you are all aware, on 1 December of last year, representatives from the Talossan Republic approached me and our 
nation's government with a confidential "modest proposal". This proposal inaugurated discussions to determine a basis for 
the "reunision" of the two groups of Talossans under the flag of the Kingdom. The government and I were immediately 
receptive and a plan was formed to create a six-member Commission that would discuss and decide any preliminary issues, 
discuss relevant details, and topple any preliminary hurdles.

As for what those details are, the "modest proposal" laid out three guiding principles, which the Kingdom immediately 
embraced.

Discussion on the first of these principles, a guarantee that all Republican Talossans be welcomed, centered on the issue of 
citizenship dates for citizens whose first date of entry into the Talossan culture differs (as is the case for some Republican 
Talossans) from the date of Kingdom citizenship. This detail was recently decided in favour of recognising this first-date 
for all persons of all Talossan heritage, and indeed, all Republican Talossans, when "reunision" occurs, will carry with them 
their acknowledged Talossan tenure.

The second principle, concerning the right of Republican Talossans to continue their peculiar culture, led to discussion 
around planning for the possibility that an eighth province might be established after "reunision", to provide a possible 
"territorial autonomy" for those Republican Talossans who wish to become citizens of such a new province. Since there are 
a number of different possibilities as to how such an eighth province could be formed, and since the creation of a new 
province is already possible under current law, the members of the Commission have decided that any action on this issue 
will be taken by the united citizens of Talossa after "reunision" has occurred. To this end, the Commission asks for the 
inauguration of an open discussion, so that all Talossans can present any ideas or proposals regarding these possibilities. 
While "reunision" need not wait, such discussions will perhaps form a basis for actions that will be taken at a provincial 
level at some point in our common future. To help best achieve this goal, the Kingdom has modified the Immigration law to 
allow that Republican Talossans be permitted to choose their province of citizenship, so that those who wish to congregate 
together to form a new province from an existing one might work together with citizens of any province that might be 
"split".

The final principle surrounded the rescinding of the indictments for treason against the leaders of the Revolution/Secession 
of 2004/xxv which were handed down by the previous Rouerguian regime, and the Kingdom was only too happy to take all 
possible steps to put the unfortunate incidents of those years decidedly in the past, quashing and condemning the acts of
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King Robert I, and making it clear in no uncertain terms that no charges regarding the events sparked by those acts are to be 
contemplated.

Thus, with these details resolved, and with agreement that the ground is now fully prepared, it is my happy privilege to 
come before all Talossans today to report the successful conclusion of the business of this historic Commission. All six 
members of the Commission lift their glasses to toast its success with you, as, with the details hammered out, we now 
proceed as a united people to the actual accomplishment of "reunision".

For the Kingdom, I must repeat to all Republican Talossans our most heartfelt welcome, and our inexpressible gratitude for 
the "modest proposal" on which the future of our proud Talossan culture now firmly rests.

— John R 

Retrieved from 
http://talossa.proboards.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=6156&page=1
on 22 February 2012

One step closer
Speech to the Talossan Nation and venting by Gödefrïeu Válcadác'h

Republic Prime Minister and former Kingdom Prime Minister

While the coming Return (presumably) to the Kingdom of those who fled the tyranny of Mad 
King Ben on 1 June 2004 may not be exclusively founded on the "I'd like to buy the world a 
Coke" pathos of my old Blue Wave Party in the Republic, there is some genuine goodwill 
going on even if laced with a lot of pragmatism.  

Why the Return did not happen in 2005...

...is due, I think, to a lot of factors, the chief one being a brazen mistrust of the institution of 
the Talossan monarchy.  There was also an incredible reluctance on the part of many in the 
Republic to abandon (as they saw it) the constitutional, cultural, and societal work into which 
they had put so much time and effort.
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There was also the concept of republicanism becoming its own cause.  It had become for so 
many of us more than just fighting against Ben Madison.  It had become fighting for what we 
felt was Talossa's best future.  We were doing Talossa our way, we were liberated, and it felt 
good.

I also expect there was a lot of resentment on our part that if we were to make our return to 
the Kingdom then and there, our former places of leadership (not necessarily political and 
governmental) would not be given up by those who had valiantly taken up the power 
vacuum - a silly notion on our part, if I am accurate here.  The Coloradans were a new thing 
to Talossa entirely: a family and friendship network wholly independent from the East Side 
Milwaukee group which had come in and taken up the mantle of being the driving force in 
Talossa going on.

Yes, I think there was a bit of a power struggle going on.  And yes, I have to agree with 
Miestrâ Schivâ: it was not only the Kingdom that was digging in its heels.  Both sides are at-
fault for it taking so long for us to get where we are currently.

I think, though, we are all wiser now.  It turns out the Coloradans are not that bad, and 
everyone knows the republicans had their reasons for 'Betraying, Stealing, and Keeping', 
however odious such things might have been to some people.  The vendetta against Kane 
Gruber by Mad King Bob in 2003-2004 was a rotten and bad business that nearly destroyed 
Talossa.  It certainly did tear the nation apart, and the fact of there having been a Talossan 
expatriate community, none of whom seem interested in making a return to community with 
any of us, indicates at least some of the damage Ben and Amy did eight years ago is 
permanent.

We all know that in order for this strange enterprise we call 'our nationette' to succeed, it 
needs warm bodies who have an active interest in keeping the thing going.  The 'reunsion' of 
the many bright minds and hearts in both Kingdom and Republic in common community 
will, I think, ensure Talossa's survival for many years to come: many warm bodies working 
for a common goal and in a single community.

As much as anything, though, I think the Kingdom's immediate reaction to our leaving 
stunned us.  Instead of saying, "My God, Ben!  Look what you've done!", everyone was 
saying, in effect, they had been disrespected as Talossans though it was Ben and Amy 
themselves who were doing the real disrespecting.  

And people in the Kingdom during the last year of Ben's reign continued to harp exclusively 
on domains and forums, when in fact they were missing the point: Ben and Amy themselves 
were what was really wrong with Talossa.  We in the Republic were aghast.

We Who Left were merely calling the Madison household to task.  Yes, we took draconian 
steps, but in hindsight, I think many will agree at least somewhat the times called for 
draconian measures.

Forever after, and possibly to this day in a small way, the Kingdom has been so hung up on 
domain names and forums they have forgotten why the domains and forum were 'kept'.  Yes, 
after August 2005, it would have been logical to return, but hearing again this past weekend 
of the apocalyptic drama the Baptist church where I grew up went through during the 
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Conservative-Moderate Southern Baptist meltdown of the early 1980s, I realized no one at my 
church was thinking or could think straight.  Who could in the midst of such a scuffle??

Talossa in spring 2004 was no different.  And the scars from that gnarly time are still fresh 
with some of us, and there are still bodies lying about in dark corners.  Only in the past few 
months have things begun really to brighten again: the little doors and windows of the best of 
Talossanity being opened once more to the golden sun of peace and love.

Talossa has been A Place Distracted for a long time.

The issue of Those Who Left has been the gigantic gorilla in the room, yet I rue the fact it was 
not the Kingdom itself that made the first move years ago, as I believe it should have.  Yet, 
though, it is now...

...water under the bridge.

And yes, we are all older and wiser.  And we are mellower - and hopefully a bit more level-
headed about all things - not just Talossa.

It is only natural for my part (and that of others, perhaps) to hang on to the dead horse of 
"You should have done so-and-so and such-and-such".  For so many reasons, though, doing 
that is silly and unproductive.

Time Marches On, as my grandfather used to say.  And whether we like it or not, if the 
bandwagon is going away, and if we don't get on it, we will get left behind to wallow in our 
own misery.  Besides, time travel has not been invented yet, and the Coloradans and others 
who should have reached to us far more than they did for many years cannot undo the past.

The best we all can now do is learn from that past and invest in the good things we all have 
done and learned.  The Republic of Talossa brought back at least part of the old 
Penguinean/Liberal Party crowd.  Their return/coming to the Kingdom will be their day of 
final triumph over Ben and the forces that rose against their Talossanity for far-too-long.

And as erroneous as the Coloradans and other may have been with respect to We Who Left 
until recently, in keeping the Kingdom of Talossa alive and kicking, they have gotten it right. 
The influx of the Woolley-Mhà family-friendship network into our Talossan life was a catalyst 
in Ben and Amy's departure (for which no-one in the Kingdom in that particular time was 
calling, by the way), which has been the most-important event in Talossan history since the 
Founding.

The civil service network in the Kingdom has been amazing as well as the general genuine 
good cheer that has been a hallmark of Kingdom life since Ben and Amy left.  Incredibly, the 
Cosâ has never stopped functioning, and the Clark has never had a hiccup in all the years it 
has been published.

As monarchial as it may be, and as cold as they may have been to us in the past, the Kingdom 
of Talossa today is as 'free, fun, and fair' as it ever has been.  It is not 'Old Talossa'.  It is more 
of the Talossa-that-Should-Have-Been.  And the Republic of Talossa helped the Kingdom get 
there.
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The Great Public Debate...

...has begun on both sides, with the chief subject pertaining to both groups being exactly what 
provincial arrangement will be arranged for the Return.  Additionally, the Republic is also 
determining the precise manner in which it will vote to dissolve itself or to go on existing.  As 
well as that, the Republic is currently debating the broader issue of whether or not to reunify.  
As to that final point, all signs point to perhaps not a unanimous vote for 'reunision', but 
certainly a healthy vote in favor of same.  

That being said, however, this is Talossa.

And in Talossa, anything is possible, including, however-unlikely at this point, the collapse of 
the entire rapprochement process.  Until our names are on the Kingdom roll of citizens once 
more and we are voting for Cosâ seats in whatever province into which we ultimately reside, 
let's not take things for granted.

Because of this, I believe that, contrary to John Woolley's statement saying otherwise, the 
business of the commission is by no means done.  Should things break down in this newly-
started general-public debate, they will be called on again to hammer out something new for 
us to look at and discuss.  

Until the final votes have been cast on both sides, the commission is still very much in-
business.  However, at this moment, it has nothing to do but wait out the process.

The ball is now in the court of all of Talossa.  I, for one, hope mightily for that smash-volley 
that will bring us home to the Kingdom and a single Talossan state once more.

Sci-Fi and libations combo still very-much-alive
The Talossan Science Fiction and Whiskey Society has a new home on the 'web: 

http://fandom.se/TSFWS/index.html

St. Brendan Sentinel Nos. 9 and 10 are out
These issues do not disappoint.  They may be had via 

http://www.eispetz.com/sentinel/stbsent9.pdf
http://www.eispetz.com/sentinel/stbsent10.pdf

Housekeeping
Oraclâ began publishing in November 2002 and produces new issues 

as events and GV's schedule permits, which has usually been somewhat 
intermittently, January notwithstanding.

Comments, feedback, and hate-mail may be sent to jeffrags@gmail.com
Any and all of the above are much-appreciated.

Gödefrïeu Vàlcadàc'h, Editor-in-Chief
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